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Abstract 
Nowadays, the productivity of ultra-precision machining is fundamentally limited by low feed 
rates because of the required accuracies in the nanometre range. An increase in motion dynamics 
leads to disturbances that affect the toolpath’s accuracy. Existing control concepts are not able to 
reliably detect and compensate the deviations caused by increased dynamics. This paper com- 
pares modelling approaches for ultra-precision positioning systems aiming to predict and com- 
pensate occurring deviations. 
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1. Introduction 
Ultra-precision machining is a key technology for the manufacturing of optical components with a surface 
roughness under 20 nm and form deviations under 1 µm [1]. These high accuracy requirements restrict the 
processing dynamics of ultra-precision machining [2]. An increase in dynamics leads to relevant disturbances 
such as spindle unbalances, tilting moments and overshooting of the machine axes [3]. The disturbance effects 
must be compensated in order to achieve the accuracy required by ultra-precision applications. For this purpose, 
reactive compensation methods that rely solely on measured values are insufficient. The main reason is that the 
relevant control variables cannot always be measured directly. For instance it is not always possible to place a 
sensor at the desired position due to poor accessibility.  

Hence, a novel approach for the compensation of the disturbance effects is needed to overcome these limita-
tions. For this purpose, predictive compensation methods have great potentials [4]-[6]. The idea behind these 
methods is to predict the deviations before they occur based on a system’s model. Thus deviations can be com-
pensated reliably and in time.  

The accurate modelling of ultra-precision positioning systems requires the consideration of different error in-
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fluences. In addition to geometric and thermo-elastic errors, deviations due to the structural static and dynamic 
compliance influence the toolpath accuracy significantly. Various model-based methods for the compensation of 
geometric errors of precision and ultra-precision machine tools have been proposed in literature [7] [8]. Howev-
er, predictive model-based compensation of thermo-elastic errors and errors due to the structural static and dy-
namic compliance for ultra-precision machine tools has not been investigated so far. Structural modeling of ul-
tra-precision machines has been mainly used to analyze and optimize the machine dynamic performance during 
the development stage. For this purpose, FE modeling is widespread [9] [10]. 

On the contrary, for conventional machine tools, much research work has been conducted in the model-based 
compensation of the different error influences. Structural models aiming to compensate dynamic errors can be 
made up of rigid bodies coupled with spring-damper units [4]. Another approach consists of reducing the cor-
responding FE models [11]-[13]. 

Based on such conventional modeling techniques, this paper presents approaches for building a structural 
model of an ultra-precision positioning system. The model is intended to compensate the deviations due to 
structural compliance of the system and increased process dynamics. The next section presents the ultra-preci- 
sion demonstrator, to which the modelling approaches in this paper refer. 

2. Ultra-Precision Demonstrator 
The demonstrator shown in Figure 1 is a 2-axis-positioning system in cross table configuration. It consists of a 
precision machine linear axis with aerostatic bearings and a novel electromagnetically guided machine axis on 
top supporting the workpiece table. The concept of the demonstrator has been developed in consideration of the 
principles of ultra-precision design [1]. In order to reduce tilting moments a box-in-box-design for the cross ta-
ble has been chosen. Both axes are driven by ironless linear motors to avoid attraction forces. 

Errors, which are caused by the dynamic compliance of the aerostatic guide and the machine structure, can be 
predicted using a model of the positioning system. Correcting values are then assigned to the convenient actua-
tors depending on the amplitude and the frequency range of the errors. The linear motors are suitable for the 
compensation of deviations with high amplitudes and low frequencies. The actively controlled magnet actuators 
of the upper axis have great potentials to compensate high-frequency deviations with small amplitudes [14]. Figure 
2 shows the concept of the intended model-based error compensation for the presented positioning system. 

3. Requirements on the Model of the Ultra-Precision System  
In order to apply predictive compensation methods for the ultra-precision system high resolution requirements 
are set for the model to correctly predict the errors in nm range. To achieve both accuracy and real-time capabil-
ity for the compensation, an accurate state space model of the positioning system is built and then divided into 
sub-models with different validity ranges. 

The accurate modelling of ultra-precision positioning systems requires the consideration of different error in-
fluences. In addition to kinematic and thermo-elastic errors, deviations due to the structural static and dynamic 
compliance influence the toolpath accuracy significantly. Thus an accurate model of the mechanical system is  

 

 
Figure 1. Ultra-precision demonstrator.                                                                   
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Figure 2. Concept of the model-based error compensation.                                                                 

 
necessary. With regard to the required accuracies of ultra-precision applications, a positioning accuracy of 0.1 
µm is demanded. Thus a resolution of 1 nm is specified for the structural model. 

A high resolution FE model reproduces the behaviour of the mechanical system with the highest accuracy. 
However, it is not efficient to consider it as the final accurate model because of the high untenable computation-
al time. The high resolution FE model is taken as a reference for the final accurate model. The latter should 
represent the real system with the resolution demanded using as many degrees of freedom (DOF) as necessary. 
A multi body state space model of the aerostatic axis with 12 DOF was built in a digital block simulation envi-
ronment (DBS) according to the formalism presented in [15]. This model assumes that all system’s components 
are rigid, except the guides and bearings, which are modelled with spring-damper units. In order to evaluate this 
elementary model the static deformation is compared with the deformation of the reference FE model at an ex-
emplary excitation point. 

Here, a disturbance force of 10 N due to a possible inhomogeneity at the aerostatic bearings is assumed as 
shown in Figure 3. The calculated discrepancy of 86% implies that the elementary model has to be detailed ex-
tensively.   

4. Approaches for Building the Sufficiently Accurate Structural Model 
In order to determine the sufficiently high level of detail for the accurate model two approaches have been con-
sidered (Figure 4). 

4.1. Bottom-Up Approach 
The aim of this approach is to generate a sufficiently detailed model with an explicit structure of the state space 
matrices. That means that the stiffness and damping elements of each component and of the coupling points can 
be localized exactly. The in-depth knowledge of the model’s structure helps to divide the primary model into 
sub-models without affecting the modelling accuracy. 

In order to achieve an explicit structure of the accurate primary model a methodology has been used to syste-
matically detail the state space model described in the previous section. The methodology is based on sensitivity 
analyses of the system’s components. According to the results of these analyses the component that should be 
detailed and the required level of detail for the direction of interest are selected. The discretization of a compo-
nent is achieved by the spatial division of the bodies into equal body-parts that are coupled with spring-damper 
units. Figure 5 shows exemplarily the detailing procedure of the guide rails along the z-direction. According to 
the defined detailing direction and the intended level of detail the masses, inertias and coupling points of the 
new body-parts are calculated. The stiffness of the springs in between the body-parts is identified by comparison 
with the FE model. The level of detail increases until the required resolution is reached and the deviation from 
the reference model does not exceed 10%. 

This approach enables the exact localization of the significant geometric sections for the deformation and the 
coupling points in-between the detailed body-parts in the model. Especially for simple geometries like for the  
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Figure 3. Boundary conditions of the model.                                 

 

 
Figure 4. Approaches for building the sufficiently accurate structural 
model.                                                                 

 

 
Figure 5. Bottom-up-approach (discretization of a component in z- 
direction).                                                                 

 
guide rails the discretization is very useful at reasonable expense. However, several components for example of 
the electromagnetic axis have complex geometries that are asymmetric or composed of several sophisticated 
parts and shapes. For such geometries the appropriate manual determination of the properties of the body-parts 
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and their integration into the model is time-consuming and complex which leads to modelling errors. In order to 
avoid such modelling errors another approach, described in the next section, has been followed. 

4.2. Top-Down Approach 
This approach is based on the reference model. The idea behind it is to export the reference FE model as a state 
space model to the DBS. Because of the very high number of DOF of the reference model (556,998) it is not 
possible to read out the state space matrices driven from this model in the DBS. That is why the reference FE 
model has to be reduced as much as necessary. Before the export of the matrices inputs and outputs of the sys-
tem must be defined. The inputs are the application points of the driving forces and the expected disturbance 
forces. The outputs are the points of interest especially at the Tool Centre Point, the excitation points and the 
points of the measurement systems used. The latter are the capacitive distance sensors that measure the devia-
tions of the air gap of the aerostatic bearings (Figure 1) and the linear encoders that measure the positioning er-
ror in the direction of motion. 

For the reference FE model of the aerostatic axis a model order reduction of the whole system has been car-
ried out after a modal analysis. For this purpose the number n of the modes to be extracted is defined. Using the 
function spmwrite provided by the FE program Ansys the mechanical system is reduced by means of the modal 
superposition method which expresses the response of the structure in terms of neigenmodes of the system. The 
n second order modal equations are then transformed into 2n first order equations. Thus a state space model of 
the reduced mechanical system is created. The system matrix A is described as follows [16]: 
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where iω  is the frequency of mode i, id  is the effective modal damping of mode i and E is the unit matrix. 
Figure 6 shows the compliance transfer function at the defined excitation point in the direction of the applied 

force (Figure 3) for the high resolution model as well as for the exported reduced-order model. 
Up to a frequency of 1300 Hz the reduced order model shows a good agreement with the high resolution FE 

model despite the very small number of DOF and the low computing time compared to the reference model. For 
a static simulation the computing time of the reduced order model is 0.63 s compared with 380 s for the refer-
ence model. The deviation in the static compliance between the reduced order model and the reference model is 
10%. Compared with the bottom-up approach the top-down approach ensures a good correlation to the reference 
model with reasonable expense especially for complex geometries. 

In order to get a higher correlation between the reference model and the reduced-order model, each compo-
nent can be reduced separately, so that more DOF are reflected in the state space model. In this case, the ex-
ported components are coupled with the other components in the DBS and the properties of the coupling ele-
ments can be changed in this simulation environment. In particular the non-linear characteristics of the aerostatic 
bearings can be implemented in the DBS. On the contrary, non-linear features cannot be defined for the starting 
FE model because most model order reduction methods require a linear model. 

The top-down approach ensures a good correlation to the reference model with reasonable expense. Especial-
ly for complex geometries modelling errors can be kept small in comparison with the bottom-up approach. The 
latter has the advantage of the clear structure of the state space matrices because all states are known. These are 
the position and orientation at the center of mass of each body or body-part. This may be helpful for the state 
space control of the system. By contrast, the reduced order model generated by the top-down approach has un-
known states, but the positions at the defined output nodes, which are crucial for the intended compensation, are 
known. 

5. Conclusions 
The increase in dynamics for ultra-precision processes leads to significant deviations that must be compensated 
to reach the required accuracies in the nm range. To overcome the limitations of current control systems, predic-
tive compensation of the errors is intended. For this purpose, a sufficiently accurate structural state space model 
of the ultra-precision positioning system is needed. 
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Figure 6. Compliance transfer functions for the high resolution and 
reduced order model (top-down approach) at the excitation point in 
the direction of the force.                                                  

 
In this paper, the requirements on the accuracy of the model are defined. With a high resolution FE model as a 

reference, two approaches for determining the sufficient level of detail are presented in this paper. 
The bottom-up approach is very useful with regard to certain methods for dividing the model into sub-models. 

However, modelling uncertainties can occur for complex geometries mainly because of the lack of an automatic 
discretization procedure based on the elementary multi body model in the DBS. Results have shown that the 
top-down approach enables generating a structural state space model with a low number of DOF and a good 
correlation with the reference model. Against this background, the top-down approach is more suitable to gener-
ate sufficiently accurate models for the compensation of positioning errors of ultra-precision systems. 
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